
What is a Nectar Collector?
A nectar collector is the latest trend in the world of dabbing. With a straight tube design, using
a nectar collector looks like using a straw to drink. So, what are nectar collectors used for?
These help in smoking oils and waxes.

A nectar collector has a neck, body, and a tip. The materials that are most commonly used to
make nectar collectors are glass and silicone. For the tips, usually, titanium, quartz, or ceramic
are used.

The nectar collector also has a mouthpiece that is used to inhale the smoke. The mouthpiece is
removable, which means, you can easily clean it without any hassle. This also makes the nectar
collector great for carrying around with you.

The main body of the nectar collector is right at the center of it. It also consists of a percolator,
which is used to cool down and filter the smoke. Every nectar collector comes with a filtration
system whose main job is to filter the smoke.

Types of Nectar Collectors

By Material:

Silicone Nectar Collector

https://inhalco.com/collections/nectar-collectors


The first type is a silicone nectar collector. It is made of silicone components and has a glass
chamber that is pretty strong. What makes a silicone nectar collector a great option? It can
easily be stored in the freezer without causing any damage to the collector. This helps cool
down the vapor so that it does not irritate your throat when you sit down to smoke it.

Another benefit of a silicone collector is that it does not break easily, making it the most durable
and long-lasting. You can travel easily with it without worrying about seeing the shattered
pieces.

https://inhalco.com/collections/silicone-nectar-collector


This impressive nectar collector has six-armed tree perc in its chamber. You need to add water
to this chamber to cool down your dabs. It also works as a filtration system. It also comes with
angular edges that make sure the collector does not slip from the table. Also, it is extremely
easy to clean this collector as every part is detachable.

Glass Nectar Collector

Glass nectar collectors are highly common since glass does not affect the flavor of the vapor.
What does this mean? It simply means that when you are smoking, you get pure vapor that
does not interact with any molecules when it makes its way up. So, you can enjoy the original
flavor of your vapor without any chemical flavors mixed with it.

The neck of this collector is detachable, making it easy to clean and take care of. It is also quite
easy to assemble this glass nectar collector.

Wood Nectar Collector



This is a nectar collector with a titanium tip and wooden sleeve. It is one of the best ways to
enjoy waxy concentrates. It is also quite easy to use it. Simply heat up the titanium tip and dip
into your waxy oil concentrates to enjoy it.

It is made using high-quality materials. It makes use of CP2 titanium for the tip and cherry
hardwood for the body. It also contains neodymium magnets. Also, the thing that makes this
nectar collector so special is the fact that you can pocket it after using without worrying about
the tip being hot. Why? The wooden sleeve covers up the hot tip. This is your new go-to
product.

Electric Nectar Collector



The Electric Nectar Collector has been the rage amongst people for some time now. This nectar
straw is also known as a honey straw that makes vaping concentrates quite an easy and
enjoyable task. It is quite a handy and portable product that can be carried around everywhere
and can be used with ease. You can carry this on the go for your instant vaping sessions.

By Water Filter:

Nectar Collector with Water Filter

https://inhalco.com/collections/electric-nectar-collectors


Are you looking for the perfect nectar collector to become a part of your collection? This is the
ultimate one that you should go for. The slim and cool nectar collector is made of silicone and
comes with a center glass chamber. It also contains a silicone storage container. This nectar
collector with a water filter can be used in dual ways.

You can use this nectar collector like you would use others, by dipping it in your concentrates
and getting the full flavor out of it. However, if you use the sweeping neck attachment that
comes with it, you can instantly transform it into a portable water pipe for your herbs and
flowers.



Nectar Collector without Water Filter

This is a highly convenient and easy-to-use nectar collector that is also very portable and
durable. It has a body that is made of silicone, which means, that it will last you a long time
without breaking. The titanium tip is also made extremely well. It is compact, making it easy to
travel with. Also, the silicone cap that comes along with the collector ensures that you can use



it whenever and wherever without worrying about the heated tip. I am sure you will love this
handy gadget, especially when you are out and about.

Conclusion

If you are into dabbing, a nectar collector is a great thing to include in your collection. It is
compact and durable. Also, there are so many variants that you can choose from - whether you
want one that is made of glass or an electronic one, each one of them will give you a feeling of
bliss and joy. If you want to follow trends and want a gadget that makes dabbing an easy and
enjoyable task, you must get a nectar collector for yourself.
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